
The Treasury 

Avant-garde fashion & interior space: A contemporary treasure trove where the boundaries 
between space, aesthetic concept and product on offer blend seamlessly into one another. A 
design destination for cosmopolitans. 

Every detail, every material, and every surface is part of a greater whole and has been 
meticulously selected by the two renowned entrepreneurs behind the exklusive multi-brand store.  

From the very beginning, the vision of Stefanie Hofer (fashion) and Claudia Maschke (interior 
styling) was to develop a laboratory for distinguished tastes, where the nonconformists of their 
respective industries could be celebrated. An urban design jungle in which one can immerse 
oneself with pleasure. For several hours if necessary. As an antithesis to the now common click & 
buy philosophy, which primarily aims at quick and superficial gratification. 

As tour guides they attend to their visitors every need and accompany them throughout their 
entire exploration.  

Since in the reality of the analogue the search for something new - in contrast to shopping in the 
digital world - is often a journey to oneself. "We love it when we can give our customers decisive 
impulses. When they discover previously unknown sides of themselves and start experimenting 
with new lifestyle choices. This applies equally to external appearance as well as to private 
surroundings and their living space."  

All of which has only marginally to do with shopping in the conventional sense. The whole 
experience revolves around the all-important question: "Are you a curious soul?" And this of 
course is also the very reasons why this phrase has by now become the official tagline for The 
Treasury. 

Characteristic loft - in the heart of Vienna  

It is no coincidence that the two foundresses have set up their new design destination in one of 
the less busy side streets of the 7th district, Wien Neubau, the hipster quarter of the Danube 
metropolis. To locals the neighborhood is also known as „Brillantengrund“. Its name refers to the 
legendary wealth of the fabric manufacturers who once upon a time established their businesses 
there and were known far beyond Austria's borders for their silk and velvet products. At its peak 
between 1790-1830, there were more than 300 factories in the area with over 30,000 workers 
producing mainly ribbon and silk chenille, trimmings, hosiery knitwear and gold and silver wire 
goods. 

If you stroll through the streets and alleys of the former suburb of Schottenfeld today, there is 
virtually nothing to suggest this industrial past. However, the courtyards behind the generic 
Gründerzeit facades still offer architectural jewels from this period.  

In fact, The Treasury has unearthed such a hidden gem with its discreet location in the rear wing of 
Bandgasse 28. The premises used by Hofer and Maschke once belonged to a ribbon factory, 
including an imposing, six-metre-high hall with a vaulted ceiling supported by narrow columns. In 



addition, metal-framed glass fronts in typical industrial style reveal a view of two charming inner 
courtyards. A real loft - as you would expect in Shoreditch London or New York's Meatpacking 
District. But in the middle of Vienna? A revelation! 

Exquisitely selected avant-garde fashion 

Stefanie Hofer, Entrepreneur for Fashion (Design) & (Holistic) Style Guide, brings together an 
eclectic mix of international avant-garde design in the 240-square-metre former industrial hall. 

The carefully curated assortment includes fashion, accessories, footwear & fragrances from 
leading labels of the avant-garde scene such as Boris Bisjan Saberi (SP), Rick Owens (US), Isabel 
Benenato (IT), Daniel Andresen (BE), Marsèll (IT), Officine Creative (IT), Army of Me (SWE), 
Rundholz (DE) or Mad et Len (FR). 

Apart from the sought-after international designer range, the loft space, which she affectionately 
dubbed "design jungle", also features fashion by the local heroines Me in Vienna, as well as 
characteristic pieces from her own fashion label, which Hofer a graduated fashion designer herself 
founded in 2016 (during her time as owner & CEO of eigensinnig KG) and which she globally 
marketed at Paris Fashion Week. 

The selection is rounded off by extravagant leather bags by Pal Offner, unconventional glasses by 
VAVA Eyewear and very special unisex fragrances and home fragrances by the French perfumers 
Mad et Len, which form the subtle link between avant-garde fashion and interior. 

Extraordinary Interior Design 

Claudia Maschke, for her part, has been representing international interior brands with her B2B 
agency Design Affairs since 2010.  

As a partner of The Treasury, she is embarking on a new future - just as consistently as before, but 
with a new design component. 

The focus lies on architects, planning studios and discerning private clients. Maschke's approach 
to evoke completely new ways of living and being is reflected in the furnishings of The Treasury. 
This stems from an intelligent sensitivity towards space and form which she has cultivated over 
many years. 

The showcased products include innovative lighting design by multi-award-winning visionary 
Davide Groppi, handmade unique tables by Stefan Knopp, exclusive lounge furniture by 
BAXTER, loft-high pivot doors by ADL DESIGN, contemporary Japanese furniture by Time & 
Style ēdition, harmoniously combined with the sophisticated collection by De Padova and MA/U 
Studio.  

The focal point on the jungle-inspired wallpaper (specially designed by Andi Lackner, a long-time 
friend), are unconventional wall shelves by DE CASTELLI. Connoisseurs know the Italian 
manufacturer above all for its unique metal refinements and finishes. The selection is completed 



by exquisite homeware by SOCIETY and high-quality decorative fabrics by DE LE CUONA, a 
collection that consists almost exclusively of piece-dyed natural materials and impresses with its 
unique haptics. 

By letting your gaze wander to the outside, you may be inspired by the creatively designed 
terrace area by KRAMER & KRAMER (cooperation partner of the two). Exclusively equipped with 
RODA outdoor furniture that can withstand any weather thanks to the innovative hydro 
technology. 
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